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“How many, O my God, troubles You 

have relieved me of, griefs You have 

dispelled, mistakes You have 

prevented, blessings You have spread, 

and series of afflictions You have 

separated.” 
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“O Allah, I ask You a little from 

much, although I am in great need of 

it, while You are eternally needless of 

it, though it is a lot for me, while it is 

easy and simple for You.” 
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“O Allah, indeed Your forgiveness of 

my sins, overlooking my faults, 

pardoning my oppression, hiding my 

ugly deeds, forbearing my many 

wrongs done intentionally or 

unintentionally, tempted me to ask 

from You, what I did not deserve from 

You.” 
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“So I became habituated, to call You 

trustingly, and ask You familiarly, 

neither fearing nor scared, but with 

confidence in You for what I 

intended.” 
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“Then if there was a delay (in Your 

answer), I would blame You, due to 

my ignorance, and perhaps the delay 

was best for me, for You know the 

outcome of all affairs.” 
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“My Lord, You call me and I turn 

away from You, You show me 

affection and I show hatred towards 

You, You display Your love for me 

and I do not respond, as though I am 

above You.” 
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“But this does not prevent You from 

having mercy on me, being good to me, 

and favoring me, though Your 

Generosity and Nobility.” 
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“All Praise is for Allah, the Owner of 

the Kingdom, who makes the ships 

sail, controls the wind, causes the 

dawn to break, is the authority on 

the Day of Judgment, the Lord of the 

worlds.” 
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“All Praise is for Allah for His 

patience despite His knowledge. All 

Praise is for Allah for his forgiveness 

despite His power. All Praise is for 

Allah for the lengthy respite He gives 

despite His anger, though He has the 

power to do as He wills.” 
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“…who is far and thus cannot be seen, 

but is close and thus witnesses secret 

conversations” 
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“All Praise is for Allah, who answers 

me when I call Him, covers all my 

faults yet I disobey Him, increases His 

bounties on me, but I do not 

acknowledge them.” 
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“All praise is for Allah, whose 

curtains cannot be opened, whose doors 

cannot be locked, who does not reject 

the one who asks Him, and who does 

not disappoint the one who places 

hope in Him.” 
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“All praise is for Allah, in whose awe 

the skies and its inhabitants shake, 

the earth and its inhabitants 

tremble, and the sea and all that 

swims in it billows.” 
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“O Allah, we earnestly desire for You, 

an honored state, through which You 

strengthen Islam and its people, and 

degrade hypocrisy and its followers. 

And make us in it, amongst the 

inviters towards Your obedience, and 

the leaders to Your path, give us 

through it, honor of the world and the 

Hereafter.” 
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“O Allah, what You have made 

known to us of the truth, help us bear 

it. And what we fall short of, make 

us reach it.” 


